


Meet with the City manager in 
charge of the Department of 
Education either in this round 
or in the next round*.
You have important business 
to discuss, but the Education 
manager is really hard to meet.

*If you are the Education 
manager, go instead to the City 
Hall either in this round or in 
the next.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Meet with the City manager in 
charge of the Department of 
Urban Development either in 
this round or in the next round*.

You have important business 
to discuss, but the Education 
manager is really hard to meet.

*If you are the Urban 
Development manager, go 
instead to the City Hall either in 
this round or in the next.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Meet with the City manager in 
charge of the Department of 
Energy either in this round or in 
the next round*.

You have important business 
to discuss, but the Education 
manager is really hard to meet.

*If you are the Energy manager, 
go instead to the City Hall either 
in this round or in the next.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Get rid of the Mayor at the end 
of this round!

The Mayor has been involved 
in corruption scandals, and 
even though nobody could 
prove anything, you have lost 
your confidence. As your duty 
as an elected official, you need 
to set a clear signal against 
corruption!

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Get rid of the Mayor at the end 
of this round!

The Mayor has been involved 
in corruption scandals, and 
even though nobody could 
prove anything, you have lost 
your confidence. As your duty 
as an elected official, you need 
to set a clear signal against 
corruption!

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Get rid of the Mayor at the end 
of this round!

The Mayor has been involved 
in corruption scandals, and 
even though nobody could 
prove anything, you have lost 
your confidence. As your duty 
as an elected official, you need 
to set a clear signal against 
corruption!

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Meet with the Department of 
Justice manager either in this 
round or in the next round*. 

You have important business to 
discuss but the Justice manager 
is really hard to meet.

*If you are the Justice manager, 
go instead to the Press and 
Media Center either in this 
round or in the next.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Meet with the Department of 
Health manager either in this 
round or in the next round*. 

You have important business to 
discuss but the Health manager 
is really hard to meet.

*If you are the Health manager, 
go instead to the Press and 
Media Center either in this 
round or in the next.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Meet with the Department of 
Economy manager either in this 
round or in the next round*. 

You have important business 
to discuss but the Economy 
manager is really hard to meet.

*If you are the Economy 
manager, go instead to the 
Press and Media Center either 
in this round or in the next.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Do your best to protect the 
Mayor and keep them in charge 
for 3 consecutive rounds.

Your alliance with the Mayor’s 
political party has recently 
strengthened, and the fact they 
will keep their position and 
decision-making power will 
surely benefit your department 
and your political career.

Award: 2 Packages of Votes



Do your best to protect the 
Mayor and keep them in charge 
for 3 consecutive rounds.

Your alliance with the Mayor’s 
political party has recently 
strengthened, and the fact they 
will keep their position and 
decision-making power will 
surely benefit your department 
and your political career.

Award: 2 Packages of Votes



Do your best to protect the 
Mayor and keep them in charge 
for 3 consecutive rounds.

Your alliance with the Mayor’s 
political party has recently 
strengthened, and the fact they 
will keep their position and 
decision-making power will 
surely benefit your department 
and your political career.

Award: 2 Packages of Votes



Do what you can to keep the 
Police Station in crisis mode for 
2 consecutive rounds.

Police misbehavior has given 
the local police force a bad 
reputation. The administrative 
competences of the Justice 
Department manager have 
been questioned by the public. 
Your goal is to discredit the 
Justice manager.

Award: 2 Packages of Votes



Do what you can to keep the 
Business park in crisis mode for 
2 consecutive rounds.

The growth rate of the 
economy in the city has 
recently declined. The 
administrative competences 
of the Economy Department 
manager have been questioned 
by the public. Your goal is to 
exploit the situation to discredit 
the Economy manager.

Award: 2 Packages of Votes



Do what you can to keep the 
Shopping Mall in crisis mode for 
2 consecutive rounds.

The growth rate of the 
economy in the city has 
recently declined. The 
administrative competences 
of the Economy Department 
manager have been questioned 
by the public. Your goal is to 
exploit the situation to discredit 
the Economy manager.

Award: 2 Packages of Votes



Do what you can to keep the 
Train Station in crisis mode for 2 
consecutive rounds.

The situation of the city’s 
transportation network has 
recently gone into decline. The 
administrative competences 
of the Urban Development 
manager have been questioned 
by the public. Your goal is to 
exploit the situation to discredit 
the Urban development 
manager.

Award: 2 Packages of Votes



Do your best to keep the City 
hall active for 2 consecutive 
rounds.

You are aware of the relevance 
of the strategic locations in 
your city, in order to allow each 
City manager in charge of the 
Departments to do an effective 
job, improving your city’s 
sustainability.

Award: 2 Packages of Votes



Do your best to keep the 
Stock Exchange active for 2 
consecutive rounds.

You are aware of the relevance 
of the strategic locations in 
your city, in order to allow each 
City manager in charge of the 
Departments to do an effective 
job, improving your city’s 
sustainability.

Award: 2 Packages of Votes



The political party you belong 
to has recently set a new 
strategy in order to gain greater 
voters’ support.

In the next Elections, convince 
the newly elected Mayor to 
assign you the management 
of the Urban Development 
Department*.

*If you are already the manager 
of this Department, discard this 
mission card and take a new 
one.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



The political party you belong 
to has recently set a new 
strategy in order to gain greater 
voters’ support.

In the next Elections, convince 
the newly elected Mayor to 
assign you the management of 
the Energy Department*.

*If you are already the manager 
of this Department, discard this 
mission card and take a new 
one.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



The political party you belong 
to has recently set a new 
strategy in order to gain greater 
voters’ support.

In the next Elections, convince 
the newly elected Mayor to 
assign you the management of 
the Economy Department*.

*If you are already the manager 
of this Department, discard this 
mission card and take a new 
one.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



The political party you belong 
to has recently set a new 
strategy in order to gain greater 
voters’ support.

In the next Elections, convince 
the newly elected Mayor to 
assign you the management of 
the Health Department*.

*If you are already the manager 
of this Department, discard this 
mission card and take a new 
one.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



The political party you belong 
to has recently set a new 
strategy in order to gain greater 
voters’ support.

In the next Elections, convince 
the newly elected Mayor to 
assign you the management 
of the Justice and Safety 
Department*.

*If you are already the manager 
of this Department, discard this 
mission card and take a new 
one.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



The political party you belong 
to has recently set a new 
strategy in order to gain greater 
voters’ support.

In the next Elections, convince 
the newly elected Mayor to 
assign you the management of 
the Education Department*.

*If you are already the manager 
of this Department, discard this 
mission card and take a new 
one.

Award: 3 Packages of Votes



Do your best to not allow 
the Urban Development 
Department to have 3 active 
locations at the end of the 
round*.

Following the directives of 
your political party, you have 
planned a strategy to discredit 
the political party to which the 
head of the department belongs 
to and to decrease their voters’ 
consensus.

*If you are the manager of 
this Department, discard this 
mission card.

Award: 1 Package of Votes



Do your best to not allow 
the Energy and Environment 
Department to have 3 active 
locations at the end of the 
round*.

Following the directives of 
your political party, you have 
planned a strategy to discredit 
the political party to which the 
head of the department belongs 
to and to decrease their voters’ 
consensus.

*If you are the manager of 
this Department, discard this 
mission card.

Award: 1 Package of Votes



Do your best to not allow the 
Economy Department to have 
3 active locations at the end of 
the round*. 

Following the directives of 
your political party, you have 
planned a strategy to discredit 
the political party to which the 
head of the department belongs 
to and to decrease their voters’ 
consensus.

*If you are the manager of 
this Department, discard this 
mission card.

Award: 1 Package of Votes



Do your best to not allow the 
Health Department to have 3 
active locations at the end of 
the round*. 

Following the directives of 
your political party, you have 
planned a strategy to discredit 
the political party to which the 
head of the department belongs 
to and to decrease their voters’ 
consensus.

*If you are the manager of 
this Department, discard this 
mission card.

Award: 1 Package of Votes



Do your best to not allow the 
Justice Department to have 3 
active locations at the end of 
the round*. 

Following the directives of 
your political party, you have 
planned a strategy to discredit 
the political party to which the 
head of the department belongs 
to and to decrease their voters’ 
consensus.

*If you are the manager of 
this Department, discard this 
mission card.

Award: 1 Package of Votes



Do your best to not allow the 
Education Department to have 
3 active locations at the end of 
the round*. 

Following the directives of 
your political party, you have 
planned a strategy to discredit 
the political party to which the 
head of the department belongs 
to and to decrease their voters’ 
consensus.

*If you are the manager of 
this Department, discard this 
mission card.

Award: 1 Package of Votes



Do your best to keep the 2 
independent locations (City hall 
and Press and Media Center) 
active till the end of the round.

You are aware of the relevance 
of the strategic locations in 
your city, in order to allow each 
City manager in charge of the 
Departments to do an effective 
job, improving your city’s 
sustainability.

Award: 1 Package of Votes



Do your best to keep the 2 
independent locations (City hall 
and Press and Media Center) 
active till the end of the round.

You are aware of the relevance 
of the strategic locations in 
your city, in order to allow each 
City manager in charge of the 
Departments to do an effective 
job, improving your city’s 
sustainability.

Award: 1 Package of Votes
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